Machine Guns

the mount is equipped with an attachment that allows shooting on

SIGNALING CARTRIDGE 38mm

APPLICATION
Signaling cartridge is providing high intensity signaling and illumination, for ground, sea and air use.

DESCRIPTION
Body of cartridge is made of aluminium, cilindrical shape, loaded with ejecting charge and star. Principle of acting is thermal-generating. It
is sealed with aluminium closing disc for waterproofing. Signals are available in white, green and red color. Range of cartridge is minimum
100m.
OPERATION
The cartridge is loaded and fired verticaly, from the suitable 38mm weapon. Time of light intensity is approximately 6 seconds.

SPECIFICATION
Diameter: 38mm
Height: 122mm
Weight: 105 ± 10g
Weight of signaling mixture: 45g
Delay time: 2-3 seconds
Range: min 100m
Star burning time: 6 ± 1s
Shelf life: 5 years
Transport packing: waterproof cartoon box
Inner packing: welded PE bag
Box dimensions: 100x440x270mm
Number of units in the box: 40 pcs
Gross weight of the transport packing: 6kg
UN 0054, Cartridges, signal
Class 1.3 G

SMOKE PADS FOR PRACTICE MINES

APPLICATION
They are designed for the training of the army while performing exercises of arming and disarming mines. When completed with military
exercises mine, with it`s smoke effects, imitates the principle of battle mines action.
DESCRIPTION
The body of the pad is cylindrical and made of aluminum, filled with pyrotechnic smoke mixture. Completing of smoke effect in mines
imitates effect of battle mine and tactical preparation and application in combat. Color of smoke is different, depending on the
type of the cartridge.
OPERATION
They are used by placing in the appropriate slot of the practice mine. Activating is with the appropriate military practice igniter VUMTA4, VUANU-1, or military practice or electric detonator cap (VDK-8, VKE). Depending of application and the required amounts of smoke they
are producing as Smoke pad for anti infantry and anti magnetic practice mine UD for VMPA-1A, Smoke pad for anti infantry fragmentation
practice mine with a guided effect UD for VMPRUD, Smoke pad for practice tank mine-magnetic UD for VMTA - 4 or Smoke pad for practice
tank mine-bursting UD for VTMRP-6.
SPECIFICATION

Diametar (mm)

UD za
VMPA-1A
20

UD za
VMPRUD
20

UD za
VMTA-4
51

UD za
VTMRP-6
51

50

80

50

50

32
white

2
white

5.5
yelow

10.5
yelow

High (mm)
Weight of pad (g)
Color of smoke
Activation
Smoke emittion
time (s)

Appropriate igniter
min 5

min 5

min5

UD za
VMTA-4

UD za
VTMRP-6

min 5

Shelf life

5 years

UD za
VMPA-1A

UD za
VMPRUD

Dimensions of
box (mm)

200x200x250

Number of units

400

400

100

100

Gross weight of
transport
pack (kg)

26

25

23

24

200x275x380 250x250x250 250x250x250

Transport packing : waterproof carton box
Inner packing : PE bag
UN 0303
Class 1.4G

INITIAL DEVICE FOR TRAINING

APPLICATION
Initial devices for practice are designed for completion and initiation of practice mines (ignitors for practice), training soldiers and officers in
arming and disarming mines, to activate the smoke pads of practice mines and explosive charges for exercise, as well as the training to perform
mining.
DESCRIPTION
Igniter practical, antimagnetic, tread, universal VUANU-1, is a universal type, with a body made of plastic and with initial part from practice
blasting cap. VDK-8 is cylindrical, made of aluminum. Consists of aluminum shell and pyrotechnic detonating mixture. The bottom of the cap
is painted white and marked with the letter "V". Pyrotechnic mixture is pressed into the cap in 3 layers. The first two layers are using for burning of
cap and activating of device, and a third layer to transfer initiation from safety fuse. VUMTA 4 is made of plastic, filled with the pyrotechnic
mixture. VKE consists of cap with a pyrotechnic mixture and electrical flammable head. Mixture is pressed into the cap in three layers. First two
layers are using for burning of cap and activating device, and the third layer for transfer of initiation from the EZG. Electrical flammable head (EZG) is
designed for transmission of initiation to pyrotechnic mixture.
OPERATION
VUANU-1 is applying by putting on the provided place at practice mine. Trampling on across the igniter, mixture is activated and transfers impulse
to VDK-8 which activates smoke pad. VUTMA-4 is putting into position at practice mine VTMA-4, and activating the igniter activates smoke pad
that imitates the principle of lethal mine effect. VKE is activating electrically by means of electrical machines ignition or manual inducer. VDK -8 is
activating with safety fuse. By activating the fuse, impulse is transmitted to the primer which is releasing white smoke.

SPECIFICATIONS

Diametar (mm)
High (mm)
Weight (g)
Force of activation

VUANU-1

VUMTA-4

20
76,5

VKE

VDK-8

38

7

51

50

56

72
15,5±10,2
80-280N 80 daN-220Dan

Shelf life

45
11,9
-

5 years
VUANU-1

VUMTA-4

VKE

VDK-8

Dimensions of
box (mm)

240x270x280

Number of units

300

120

500

4200

Gross weight of
transport
pack (kg)

8,7

8

9

7

300x290x300 320x245x270 280x270x245

Transport packing : waterproof carton box
UN 0431
Class 1.4G

CANNON SHOCK SIMULATOR M -81, P1
TU M-81,P1
APPLICATION
TU M-81, P1 is explosive device designed to simulate effects of artillery and mortar firing by flash, sound and smoke. It is applicable for
tactical training to simulate real battlefield conditions. The sound effects range is up to 1200 m and smoke up to 1300 m.
DESCRIPTION
The body is made of polystyrene, olive-gray color, cylindrical shape, filled with black powder. Under cover cap is placed friction or
electrical impulse igniter.
OPERATION
Activation is with friction or an electrical impulse, with time delay of 25s, in which the operator throws activated UT-M81 to a safe
distance. After an appropriate delay time is activating primary pyrotechnic charge (Black powder) which produces a burst strength of
about 120 dB, with the releasing of smoke.

SPECIFICATIONS
Diameter : 45 mm
Height : 105mm
Explosive loading: black powder
Mass of explosive loading : 65 g
Activation:
F-Safety fuse
E-Electric firing cap
Delay time: 25-30s
Activation: by hand
Shelf life : 5 years
Transport packing : waterproof carton box
Inner packing : PE bag
Dimensions of box: 530x270x220mm
Number of units in the box: 100
Gross weight of transport packing: 18 kg
UN 0432
Class 1.4 S

SMOKE POT
APPLICATION
Smoke pot is a type of pyrotechnic product charged with neutral smoke composition intended to generate permanent smoke for screening
movements, live stationary and moving targets, wide areas and various objects in different tactical situations. It can also be used for
ground to ground signaling and for ground recognition marking for aircraft and helicopters and for indicating wind speed and direction.
DESCRIPTION
Smoke pot is a device for screening and camouflaging. Body of the can is cylindrical made of steel plate, filled with HC mixture.
OPERATION
Smoke pot is activating with friction or electrical igniter. After putting igniter in a position, putting pot at the ground, and activation,
from the smoke pot is emitting dense white/gray smoke in appropriate time, depending of the size of the can. Depending of application and
quantity of smoke, can be produced different types KD-1, KD-2, KD-5, KD-10, KD-45.

SPECIFICATIONS
KD-1

KD-2

KD-5

KD-10

KD-45

Diametar (mm)

60

80

150

185

300

High (mm)

148

235

240

285

465

Mass of smoke pot

0,6

2

5.5

10.5

45

Mass of loading

0,45

1.6

4.5

8.5

42

20 min.

25 min.

Igniter
Smoke emittion
time (s)

Friction/electrical
1.5 min

4 min

Shelf life

10 min.

5 years

KD-1

KD-2

KD-5

KD-10

KD-45

Dimensions of
box (mm)

526x330x160

Number of units

40

12

4

2

1

Mass of
transport
packing (kg)

26

25

23

24

50

526x330x160 325x315x260 380x200x300 330x330x550

Transport packing : waterproof carton box
Inner packing : PE bag
UN 0303
Class 1.4G

SMOKE CAN- M79
KD –M79
APPLICATION
KD-M79 is a type of pyrotechnic product charged with neutral smoke composition intended to generate permanent smoke for screening
movements, live stationary and moving targets wide areas and various objects in different tactical situations. It can also be used for
ground to ground signaling and for ground recognition marking for aircraft and helicopters and for indicating wind speed and direction.
DESCRIPTION
KD-M79 is a device for screening and camouflaging. Body of the can is cylindrical made of steel plate, filled with HC mixture.
OPERATION
KD-M79 F is activating by hand, pulling up friction igniter which is placed at the body of the can. Electric activation is applicable from the
launcher 82mm at the combat vehicle. After activation and appropriate delay time, at the range of 100m is forming smoke screen 75-100m
long and 10 – 20 m wide. This type of can could be produced with cassette loading.

SPECIFICATION
Diameter: 82 mm
Height: 152 mm
Mass: 1500 g
Active charge: HC
Active charge mass: 920 g
Ejecting charge (NGB-061 powder) mass: 2,2 g
Igniter: electrical or friction
Delay: 2,6 s
Launching: from launcher 82 mm or by hand
Minimal range: 100 m
Screening smoke size: length 75-100 m, width 10-20 m
Smoke emission time: 3,5-5,5 min.
Shelf life: 5 years
Transport packing : waterproof carton box or wooden box
Inner packing : cartoon shell
Dimensions of box:582x348x260mm
Number of units in the box: 12
Gross weight of transport packing: 32 kg
UN 0303
Class 1.4 G

SMOKE CAN- M90
KD –M90
APPLICATION
KD-M90 is a pyrotechnic device with irritating mixture designed for a special military and police units in anti riot control operations
intended to generate permanent smoke for temporary incapacitating of unprotected crowd in openarea. Contaminate area and temporary
disable crowd. Provokes hard irritation, teasing of eyes and mucous membranes, plenty of tearing, cough, uneasiness breath and choking
without injury.
DESCRIPTION
Body of the can is cylindrical, made of steel plate. Consists of pyrotechnic irritating mixture, based on CS. Principle of acting is thermalgenerating (when hits the target, emits smoke wave of active substance in rated time).
OPERATION
KD-M90 is activating from the launcher 82mm at the combat vehicle. After activation and appropriate delay time, at the range of 100m is
forming smoke screen 75-100m long and 10 – 20 m wide. This type of irritating can could be produced with cassette loading.

SPECIFICATION
Diameter: 82 mm
Height: 152 mm
Mass: 1140 g
Active charge: CS
Active charge mass: 550 g
Ejecting charge (NGB-061 powder) mass: 2,2 g
Igniter: electrical
Delay: 2,6 s
Launching: from launcher 82 mm
Minimal range: 100 m
Screening smoke size: length 75-100 m, width 10-20 m
Smoke emission time: 60s
Shelf life: 5 years
Transport packing : waterproof carton box or wooden box
Inner packing : cartoon shell
Dimensions of box:582x348x260mm
Number of units in the box: 12
Gross weight of transport packing: 24 kg
UN 0301
Class 1.4 G

SMOKE CAN TOXIC FOR PRACTICE
KODS
APPLICATION
KODS are designed for the purposes of tactical training under conditions of chemical contamination in open space, generate waves of
toxic CS smoke. Could be also used to contaminate air in the wide area at ground for anti riot control. Provokes hard irritation, teasing of
eyes and mucous membranes, plenty of tearing, uneasiness to see, cough, uneasiness breath and choking without inflicting permanent
injury. Can be used by ground forces for a variety types of training purposes particularly for application of personal protective equipment.
DESCRIPTION
Body of the can is cylindrical, made of steel plate. Consists of pyrotechnic irritating mixture, based on CS. Principle of acting is thermal
generating (when hits the target, emits smoke wave of active substance in rated time).
OPERATION
KODS is activating with friction or electrical igniter. After putting igniter in position and putting can at the ground, and activation, from the
smoke pot is emitting dense irritating smoke in appropriate time, depending of the size of the can. Depending of application and quantity
of the smoke, can be produced in types KODŠ M3F i KODŠ M3E, KODŠ M4F i KODŠ M4E, KODPŠ M1F i KODPŠ M1E.
SPECIFICATIONS
Diametar (mm)
High (mm)
Weight of can (kg)
Mass of active
charge (kg)
Smoke emittion time
(min.)
Activation
Igniter
Shelf life

KODŠ M3
80
130
0,7

KODŠ M4
180
240
5,2

KODPŠ
184
235
3,75

0,45

4,0

2,75

min 8

min 15

min 12

By hand
Friction/electrical
5 years

Transport packing : waterproof carton box or wooden box
Inner packing : PE bag
KODŠ M3:
Dimensions of box:435x265x150mm
Number of units in the box: 15
Gross weight of transport packing: 12 kg
KODŠ M4:
Dimensions of box:390x390x260mm
Number of units in the box: 4
Gross weight of transport packing: 22kg
KODPŠ M1:
Dimensions of box:390x390x260mm
Number of units in the box: 4
Gross weight of transport packing: 16 kg
UN 0301
Class 1.4 G

ANTI-TANK DESTRUCTIVE PIERCING MINE -6
TMRP -6

ANTI-TANK DESTRUCTIVE PIERCING MINE - 6 (TMRP-6)
PURPOSE:

FOR DIS ABLEMENT AND DESTRUCTION OF TANKS AND
OTHER FIGHTING AND NON-FIGHTING VEHICLES BY
DESTRUCTIVE PIERCING ACTIVITY

1. Item dimensions ............................................................................... 0 290 x 132 mm
2. Item mass .......................................................................................................... 7.2 kg
3. Explosive charge type ............................................................................... Cast TNT
4. Explosive charge mass ..................................................................................... 5.1 kg
5. Way of initiation ................................................................................ Through the fuze
6. Fuze arming (time) ............................................................................... 1 or 4 minutes
7. Way of fuze activation .................................................. - Through a lever
- By stepping on a mine plate
8. Activation force (daN) ........................................................ - Through a lever 1.3 - 1.7
- By stepping 150 -350
9. Stepping on area ........................................................................................... 214 cm2
10. Resistance to air impact wave ............................................................ To 3 daN/cm2
11. Functions in temperature range ................................................... - 30 ° C to+ 60 ° C
12. Airtightness (waterproof) .......................................................................... To 0.2 bar
13. Way of setting ........................................................................... By hand
Minelaying PMR-3b
14. Way of transport ........................................... Capable for any type of transportation
15. Stability in mine field ....................... 6 months in the most unfavourable conditions
16. Way of packing .................................................... In a box, 4 (four) mines complete
17. Package dimensions ................................................................ 330 x 650 x 330 mm
18. Gross weight .................................................................................................... 43 kg
19. Storage time ............................................................................................... 15 years
20. Piecing action ............... Penetrates 40 mm stell plate from the distance of 800 mm

ANTIMAGNETIC ANTITANK MINE • 4

TMA-4

ANTIMAGNETICANTITANK MINE - 4 (TMA-4)

PURPOSE:

FOR DESTRUCTION OF TANKS AND OTHER FIGHTING AND
TRANSPORT VEHICLES

1. Activation force .................................................................................... 100 - 200 daN
2. Stepping-on area ....................................................................... 0 200 mm (3 14 cm2)
3. Explosive charge type ................................................................................. Cast TNT
4. Explosive charge mass ..................................................................................... 5.5 kg
5. Functions in temperature range ......................................................... - 30 ° C to - 60 ° C
6. Safety in transport and packing ...................... Capable for any type of transportation
7. Resistance to air impact wave ..................................................................... To 3 bars
8. Airtightness ................................................................................................To 0.2 bars
9. Way of initiation ................................................................................... T hrough a fuze
10. Way of setting ................................................................................... - Manually
- By mine-layer
11. Stability in mine field ......................... 6 months in the most unfavourable conditions
12. Item dimensions .............................................................................. 0 285 x 110 mm
13. Item mass ........................................................................................................ 6.3 kg
14. Kind of packing ................................................................................................. Barel
15. Number of pieces in a packing set ......................................................................... 4
16. Package dimensions .................................................... 0 330 x 370 mm (0.032 m3)
17. Gross weight .....................................................................................................28 kg
18. Storage time ............................................................................................... 20 years

RAFAL BOMB FOR AEL MINE CATCHER (RBAEL)

By series of underwater explosions this bomb
creates the sound that lasts for several seconds,
and imitates the sound of a moving boat or ship,
only stronger then the engine signal itself
(20-30 db). Such created signal activates the
acustic signal of the floating mine in the distance
where it can not dammage the ship.
Use of this bomb provides safe movement of
boats and ships in water possibly containing
floating mines.
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